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Many institutions are taking a hard look at how they manage risk
Loss of
“Given recent events, we have lost confidence in our ability to
confidence reliably anticipate, assess, and respond to our risks.”

Discontinuities

“We do not sufficiently understand how our risks are
changing, as a result of changes in our environment or in
our own strategy.”

Finding
balance

“We need a better approach to ‘setting the dial’ on risk taking,
to avoid whipsawing between too bold and too conservative”

External
scrutiny

“We are under increasing pressure to bring our risk
management to best-practice levels.”

Efficiency

“Our risk management approach is too complex, bureaucratic,
and ineffective. How can refocus on value?”

SOURCE: Simplified actual top management quotes
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All sectors need to be prepared for a broad range of different global
economic landscapes
Scenario 2
Emerging Markets
Derailed

100% = $65 trillion
Others
21

29
EU

US
30

20
China

Developed world strong

Nominal GDP, 2020

Big emerging markets moderate to
strong

100% = $55 trillion
Others
25

24
EU

SOURCE: McKinsey Global Institute

100% = $78 trillion
Others

US
22

EU

25

25

27
China

Big emerging markets very strong

US
30

23
China

Developed world weak

Scenario 4
Globalization
Stalled

Scenario 1
The World Rebalanced

Scenario 3
The Decade of the Dragon and Tiger
Total = $67 trillion
US

Others
25

EU

20

24

31
China
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Companies typically take one of two lenses on risk management overall
Principal Enterprise Risk
Management objectives
Manage downside
surprises

Example key concerns

▪
▪
▪

Optimize risk taking

▪
▪
▪

Which of these describe your
concerns about risk?

SOURCE: McKinsey

▪

“Anticipate and respond to mega risks (could move
company value by 10%+ or worse)”
“Stop bleeding money through never-ending problems
we should have known about but missed (e.g., projects
behind schedule, supply chain risks, counterparty failure”
“Be more systematic in assessing, reporting, and
responding to downside risks”
“Clarify what risks and uncertainties provide an
opportunity for us to differentiate versus competitors
(or value chain partners)”
“Choose a portfolio of assets (or initiatives) that will
optimize our risk and return going forward”
“Gain the confidence to grow by taking on risks we don’t
yet understand, e.g. globalization, megaprojects”
“Drive more effective management debate on risk-return
tradeoffs in all our decisions”
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In our opinion, ERM needs to take an integrated approach with 5 key
elements
Does your culture reinforce
risk management principles?
What formal and informal
mechanisms support the right
mindsets and behaviours?

1
Risk culture and
performance
transformation

5

Risk organization and
governance
Are structures,
systems, controls,
and infrastructure in
place for you to
manage risk across
the whole business?
Is your governance
model robust?

4

Insight
and risk
transparency

2

Integrated
Enterprise
Risk
management
Risk
appetite,
and
strategy
Risk-related
decisions and
managerial
processes

Are critical business
decisions made with a clear
view of how they change
your company’s risk profile?

Do you understand your
risks (in your current
business as well as new
businesses)? Can you
measure them? Do you
have true insight into
risks that matter most?

3

ERM is broader than a
specific process or organizational
function. It needs to be an effective
component of the overall
management system, adapted to a
company’s specific needs and
culture

What is your overall
appetite (or capacity)
for risk? Which risks
are you advantaged to
own? Which should you
transfer or mitigate?

SOURCE: McKinsey (adapted from HBR article in 2008 by McKinsey authors Buehler, Freeman, Hulme)
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Conventional ERM approaches are often ineffective across all of these
elements
Element
Insight and
risk
transparency
Risk appetite
and strategy
Risk-related
decisions and
processes

Typical compliance-focused ERM

Best-practice ERM focused on
improving decision-making

▪ Hundreds of risks
▪ Data reporting without insights

▪ Clarity on top 10-20 mega risks
▪ Deep insight into root causes, indirect
effects, early warning signals

▪ No explicit decisions on risk ownership
and desired overall risk level

▪ No link between risk analysis and key
▪

▪ Risk analysis done in conjunction – and
supports – key strategic and operational
decisions

▪ ERM is a board and top management

▪ ERM team struggles to have traction with ▪
▪

line management
ERM perceived as a “bureaucratic
exercise”

▪ Risk culture is a “fuzzy” concept
Risk culture

risk level, based on risk capacity and
strategic aspirations

decision processes
Risk assessment lags major corporate
decisions

▪ ERM is primarily a board priority
Risk
organization
and
governance

▪ Deliberate choices on risk ownership and

▪

priority
Line takes explicit ownership of key risks,
with ERM support
ERM perceived as core to managing the
business

▪ Clarity on specific risk culture
vulnerabilities and action plan in place to
strengthen risk culture
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Different typical stages of maturity offer rich best practice
transferral opportunities

DIRECTIONAL

Power
Oil & gas
Leading
T&L
Tech
hedge funds,
Pharma
Telecoms
PE Firms
Basic materials
Retail
Banks
Automotive
(illiquid risks) Insurers (liquid risks)
Initial
Risk as
Systematic risk
Risk return
transparency
competitive
reduction
management
stage
advantage
External
drivers

▪ Compliance with
standards /
regulations

▪ Large loss event
▪ Competitive
▪ New management
pressure
▪ Regulatory change ▪ RoE improvement
requirements

Key
tools

▪ Opportunistic

▪ Risk heatmap

approaches

based on
consensus
assessments

▪ Top management
focus on riskadjusted
performance

▪ At-Risk measures As left, plus:
▪ Systematic
▪ Strong risk culture
scenario analysis ▪ Unbundling risks
of P&L

through markets

Wide variation within individual sectors
Liquid risks (eg trading) = most like financial institutions
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A tailored overall risk report key part of risk transparency
Mega risks identified and assigned
executive ownership

Mega risks – update and
action plans

Financial risk update

Stakeholders risk update

Leading indicators
Sensitivity analysis
Liquidity
Market
scenarios

▪ Provide transparency on the

Resource tax – stakeholder summary
Project #1 – stakeholder summary
Country risk
overview

▪
▪
▪

Project risk update
Project-specific deep dive
Key project
summary

mega risks which could
impact and/or threaten the
entire enterprise
Help top management make
better decisions balancing
risk and reward
Enable effective risk
oversight at Board level
Encourage, through their
production, a risk dialogue
up, down and across units
and functions

Operation risk update
Asset overview
HSE
update
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Comprehensive risk register for ensuring all important risks are kept
under control in operationally-intensive parts of the company
Control
▪ Select mitigation actions to be reviewed systematically
▪ Automatically updated with data surfaced from project
organization
Mitigation Actions
▪ Actions required
for each risk
under a certain
group

Risk group
▪ Risk groups combine related
risks to allow for clear owner
assignment and effective
mitigation tracking

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis

Description of Risk Item
▪ Specific risks under each grouping will
be the base for:
– Likelihood and impact evaluation
– Mitigation action development and
tracking

Status
▪ Current status of each action
(e.g., not started, behind
schedule, on schedule, and
ahead of schedule)

Comments and completion date
▪ Comments explaining the status
or required actions
▪ Date expected of mitigation
completion
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However, need to go beyond risk register to help top management and the
Board focus on the real mega-risks – potential company killers
Number of risks

Magnitude

Board
and
ExCo

Less
than
a dozen

Company
“killers”

Division Heads

Few
dozens

Major performance
setback

Unit
Managers

Several dozens

Major event for
plant

Front Line Supervisors

Few hundreds

Reported
incidents

All employees

Thousands

Unreported
incidents

Example

Missed
technology step
change

Customer
service snafu

Supply chain
failure

Local equipment
breakdown

Sprained ankle
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Mega risk assessment needs to focus on both direct
and indirect cascading risk impact

MINING CLIENT EXAMPLE
Direct financial
Impact

Risk prioritization
Risk

Cascading impact approach
Downside
impact, $

1. Water contamination
2. Facility explosion
3. Global Financial Crisis II
Top
mana- 4. Resource taxation
gement 5. Project #1 (execution/expropriation)
focus1
6. Climate change
7. China demand volatility
8. Project #2 (execution/expropriation)
9. Supply route blockage
10. Asset upgrade/modernization
Business
unit
focus

Potential cascading
impact (e.g., reputation)

11. Site infrastructure
12. Product stewardship
13. Contractor management
14. Employee corruption
15. …………………
16. …………………

Direct financial impact
Risk category

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Operational
Operational

▪
▪
▪

Remediation
Lost profit
Goodwill payments

Macroeconomic
Stakeholder
Project/stakeholder
Regulatory/stakeholder
Macroeconomic
Project/stakeholder

Indirect impact of
stakeholder response

▪
▪
▪

Regulatory scrutiny
New regulation
Stakeholder-driven delay
on project/ license

Operational
Operational
Operational
Regulatory
Stakeholder/operational
Stakeholder

Indirect impact through
stake-holder perceptions
and reputation

▪
▪

Loss of trust

▪

Includes other countries
(global reputation)

Delays/license to operate
on other projects

1 Managed by Risk Management Committee, ExCo and the Board
SOURCE: McKinsey Risk Practice
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Risk insight from a targeted risk dashboard focused
on metrics already actively tracked by top management

BASIC MATERIALS EXAMPLE

USD Millions
Top risk events1
8

5

1

Penalty fee for market
competition

2

Change in environmental
regulation in U.S.

3

Payment required for
previous tax write-offs

4

Drop in cash flows
dedicated to debt reduction

5

Lower than predicted
growth in U.S. revenues

6

Drop in volumes in
Brazilian market

7

Penalty fee for market
competition

8

Change in political
environment in Mexico

9

Delays in Capex
development in Chile

10

Disruptions in Costa Rican
operations

11

Renegotiation of interest
expenses

12

Increase in volumes in
Colombian market

12
5

6
9
10

3

7

1

2

11

4

4

SOURCE: McKinsey
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PRELIMINARY
An integrated portfolio view can be used to manage the
DISGUISED CLIENT EXAMPLE
group’s existing assets

Asset view of the portfolio
Return
NPV / I

Key questions

240

▪

What is the overall risk /
reward profile of our
company?

▪

Are we comfortable with
the risk / reward profile
today? Do want to take on
more / less risk ?

▪

For each project, should
we
– Invest in more / less
projects with similar risk
/ reward profile?
– Divest underperforming
assets?
– Cash-in on mature /
high-performing
assets?

220
Merch. asset 2

200
180
160
140

Merch. asset 4

120
100

Reg. asset 2
Current portfolio

80
60

Merch. asset 5
Reg. asset 1
Merch. asset 1
Merch. asset 6
Other Assets
Merch. Asset 8

40
20
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Risk
Standard deviation of NPV
SOURCE: McKinsey
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Portfolio view can be re-cut by country and BU/fuel type
Country view

BU/fuel type
ILLUSTRATIVE

Return
NPV / I

240

240

200

200

160

160
India - Andhra
Pradesh

120
80
40

120
India - Bihar
Current portfolio

Brazil
Singapore Indonesia

0
0

4

8

Coal gas

Africa

India - country
China

ILLUSTRATIVE

Return
NPV / I

12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40
Risk
Standard deviation of NPV

Coal
Current portfolio

80
Gas

40

Hydro
Wind

0
0

4

8

12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40
Risk
Standard deviation of NPV

Aggregating the portfolio view to these levels allows you to make
strategic decisions on portfolio by fuel type and by geography
SOURCE: Team analysis
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ERM, RISK APPETITE, AND CASH FLOW AT RISK

A cash flow at risk model helps with understanding
probabilistic outcomes – the concept in a nutshell

ILLUSTRATIVE

Definition of cash flow at risk (CFAR)

▪
▪

A measure of the amount by which a targeted cash flow will not be undershot, with a probability of
y% (y typically 90% or 95%), in a specified time interval x (typically monthly, quarterly, or yearly)
Can be applied to other financial metrics, e.g., income, financial ratios, or even project value

Cash flow distribution over time

Distribution analysis at relevant time intervals
Year 2
Year 1

Probability

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3
Year 1

Year 2

… Year N

▪

Stochastic distribution of individual elements
of forward-looking cash flow statements

▪

Most granular time resolution set by model –
broader time resolution through aggregation

95% CFAR

▪

Cash flow
Expected
cash flow

Most granular time resolution set by model –
coarser time resolution through aggregation

Elements of risk-based cash flow statement chosen for analysis depends on purpose of analysis
SOURCE: McKinsey Risk Practice
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Risk appetite and strategy statement articulates how much
and which risks do you want to take on

CONGLOMERATE
EXAMPLE

Overall guidelines
▪ Manage the business and portfolio to target __ credit rating and maintain the current shareholder
dividend, with sufficient capital and balance sheet strength to sustain these objectives across a
range of stressed economic environments, including:
– [a 3 year economic contraction]
– [a 1 year disruption and freezing in global capital markets]
▪ Achieve total portfolio growth, organic and inorganic, of ___ times national GDP
▪ Risk tolerances and appetite
▪ We realize that [Company] will need to accept risk in order to achieve our growth and
performance aspirations. [Company] will seek to ensure that it is compensated for higher levels
of risk with higher returns.
▪ [Company] will seek to manage and optimize those risks that it is naturally advantaged in owning
– where [Company] has the scale, scope, and capabilities to manage those risks. For those risks
which [Company] has little insight, [Company] will seek to actively shed, minimize, or insure them
to protect shareholders
▪ Key risks [Company] will own and actively seek out include:
– 1. Long-cycle technology risks
– 2. Emerging markets risks
Result of extensive top
– 3. Credit risks
management (and Board)
▪ 1. Long-cycle technology risks
discussions
– The Company accepts significant exposures to the growth
and performance of core [Company] industries/sectors including, …

SOURCE: McKinsey
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Choice of risks to retain driven by analysis of which risks
you are natural owner
“Risk ownership” matrix

EPNG EXAMPLE
Natural ownership
“Historic” exposures
Emerging exposures

High

Action plan to create insights
(market making, regulatory
investment) and exploit flexibility

Green
Certificates

Spark spread
(Island)
Retail margin

Flexibility/ real
options that allow
upside>downside
CO2

Potential extra
Margin from active
trading (+10-15%)

Interest rate
Exchange rate
Low

Fine segmentation of
strategy to fully
exploit flexibility and
insights:
▪ ~+10€mln (~+3-5%)
margin
▪ Overall reduction
of volatility

Spark spread (Mainland)

Gas
Limited

Cost redux removing
inefficient hedging:
▪ ~1 million euro on
exchange rate
▪ ~ 0,5 million euro
on interest rate

Hold

Refining
margin

Hedge
High

Superior insights compared with market average
(less uncertainty, influence on outcomes)
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Overall risk appetite and strategy choices drive adoption of specific
policies (or limits) on individual risks
What it means

Example (individual risk)

Key potential issues

▪

Invest whatever it takes to
eliminate the risk, since it is
not acceptable for the
organization

▪

Will not tolerate bribing
foreign officials (Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act)

▪
▪

High cost
Forego attractive opportunities
- off the table

▪

Reasonably invest to mitigate
or transfer an undesirable
risk or reduce exposure

▪

Impose concentration limits
on counterparty risk
Build backup data systems

▪
▪

Some cost
Forego attractive opportunities
which exceed risk exposure
limits

▪

Focused effort to track how
risk is evolving, prepared to
take action later if necessary

▪

Develop response plan for
future competitive threat on
core product

▪

Sub-effective last minute
preparation if risk materializes

▪

Recognize risk as intrinsic to
desired activities, accept it as
a price to pay

▪

Accept government
taxation policy changes

▪

May endanger business
beyond certain threshold

▪

Excellence in managing this
risk is a source of value for
the organization

▪

Pharma company value
driven by drug R&D
successes and failures

▪

Not getting compensated by
partners for the extra risk

▪

As in mitigate/reduce – but
clear sense that are now
mitigating too much

▪

Stop hedging short-term
currency volatility that gets
averaged out over one year

▪

Impact or likelihood was
underestimated – regret
reducing mitigation later

Eliminate
(unacceptable)

Mitigate/
transfer

Watch

Accept

Embrace
(opportunity)

Reduce
mitigation

SOURCE: McKinsey Risk Practice

▪
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Risk management can provide different types of support to key
corporate decisions
Example

Potential specific risk contribution

Centralize
information

Strategic planning
process in aerospace
company

▪

Provide agreed upon assumptions for
scenarios used by each BU for its
business plan

Customize
tools

Project pricing
decisions in civil
engineering firm

▪

Pricing tool for valuing risk sharing
options in project contract negotiations

▪

Megaproject execution
in oil and gas major

▪

Aid project leaders to systematically
incorporate risk assessment and
mitigation into overall project
management process

Need to preserve overall
managerial independence
and responsibility in each
process – risk-enabled, not
risk-controlled

▪

Challenge
assumptions

Capital investment
decision in metals and
mining company

▪

Sit down with business case preparers
and challenge every assumption for
reasonableness prior to decision

Independent
review

Major international
expansion decision at
retailer

▪

Review and form independent view from
BU management on risk and return
tradeoff in entering Asian market

ERM role defined both by
push and pull
– Top management/Board
push for risk to explicitly
be included
– Pull from BU
management based on
experience that risk lens
provides value

Major capacity new
build at energy utility

▪

Coordinate sufficient lock-in of fuel
purchases, power sales, and fx rates to
satisfy funding covenants

Share best
practices

Mitigate new
risks

SOURCE: McKinsey Risk Practice
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Systematic approach to portfolio evaluation of risk and capital allocation
for a company that is growing internationally
Develop optimal 2025
portfolio based on risk
exposure
1 Develop the strategic
portfolio choices for 2025
2 Evaluate the risk return
trade-offs of the portfolio
choices
Approach

3 Align the management and
board on the target portfolio
4 Develop the tools required
to evaluate the risk for each
project and portfolio on an
ongoing basis

▪ Risk evaluation for various

Determine optimal ramp up
to target portfolio based on
risk and opportunity
1 Define criteria to enter
and expand in a
geography
2 Develop ramp up options
with risk mitigation plan
for growth in each
geography
3 Align management and
board on ramp up plan

▪ Risk mitigation based

portfolio choices

Outcomes

▪
▪

1 Develop archetypes of
operating model
2 Conduct simulation
workshops for specific
processes to test
operating model
3 Align on the operating
model

4 Align ramp up plan with
BD

▪ View of performing and nonperforming assets
Optimal portfolio with capital
allocation by geography
Tools to evaluate risk return
profile for project and
portfolio

Develop operating model

▪

ramp up plan for each
geography & business
unit
Business Dev

▪ Roles and responsibilities
of the BD, risk and
planning team
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1 Detail out capacity build, capital expenditure requirements
for different portfolio combinations

ILLUSTRATIVE

Profits, Percentage
Portfolio 1: Current pipeline
100%
ROW

610 MM

1,351 MM

20

19

18

18

China

28

MEA

34

ASEAN

New
Projects
(USD)

17
47

Whole
Portfolio
(USD)

Only projects planned :
▪ 6 plants in China
▪ 1 energy plant in India
▪ 4 energy plants in MEA
▪ 2 energy plants in ASEAN
▪ All 8 M&A targets

Est. CapEx4: 23.0 bn

▪
▪

Portfolio 2: India & China
100% = 523 MM
ROW
China
India

1262MM

29
12

59

59

15
26

New
Projects
(USD)

Whole
Portfolio
(USD)

Projects planned :
▪ 1 plant in China
▪ 1 energy plant in India
▪ All 8 M&A targets
6 new energy plants in India
▪ (~8 GW total new capacity in
India1)
Est. CapEx: 22.1 bn

Portfolio 3: MEA & China
100% = 512 MM 1,251 MM
ROW

27

China

12

MEA

61

55
15
30

Whole
New
Projects Portfolio
(USD)
(USD)

Portfolio 4: India, China, MEA
100%
ROW

493 MM
6
21
China
India

37

1,287 MM
44
19
17

MEA

27

21

New
Projects
(USD)

Whole
Portfolio
(USD)

Projects planned :
Projects planned :
▪ 1 plant in China
▪ 6 plants China
▪ 4 energy plants in MEA
▪ 1 energy plant in India
▪ All 8 M&A targets (incl. 1
▪ 4 energy plants in MEA
▪ 3 non-ASEAN M&A targets
MEA)
4 new plants: India (3); MEA (1)
3 new energy plants in MEA
▪ (~7.4GW total new capacity in
MEA)
Est. CapEx: 21 bn

Est. CapEx: 22.3 bn

In India, supply does not meet demand, and capacity shortfall of 40GW – 60GW anticipated by 2017
In China, supply generally meets demand, except during summer peak demand

1 Assumption is that each new plant or merger target -- for which no capacity data exists -- has capacity of 1000MW
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2 Simulation of portfolios under different scenarios indicates
that Portfolio 1 continues as a better combination

ILLUSTRATIVE

Simulation
Scenario 1 – “Economy
first” world

▪

Low remuneration of low
carbon technologies

▪

Little additional ‘green’
capacity in 2020-30

▪

No capacity payment for
new/old CCGTs

Scenario 2 – “Pragmatic
Green” world

▪

High remuneration of low
carbon technologies

▪

40-60% green generation
in 2030

▪

Capacity payment for new
CCGTs

Area dominated by P1
Return
IRR, Percent (other portfolios have lower
return and higher risk)
14
12
10
P1
P3 P2
8
6

1.4

14
12
10
8
6

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

2.4

2.6

P1
P2
P3

0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
Risk
IRR@Risk1, Percent

1 Return per unit of risk = IRR / ( Base case IRR- IRR at 10th percentile)
SOURCE: McKinsey
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3 Compare the risk return profile of each portfolio in
business as usual and relevant scenarios

FOR DISCUSSION

Comparison of portfolios under different scenarios
Return per unit of risk (IRR/ IRR @ risk vs. base case, index)
BAU risk

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Portfolio 1

3.3

5.6

7.5

Portfolio 2

2.8

4.2

4.2

Portfolio 3

2

4

4.2

SOURCE: Team analysis

While Portfolio 1
is has marginally
better risk return
profile in
business as usual
scenario, it is
much more
resilient in
scenarios 1 and 2
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DUMMY NUMBERS

4 Example of a quantitative capital proposal summary
Tender
including risk and opportunity analysis
Hurdle rate
Business case
Unlevered IRR
Percent

Total investment
Levered IRR
Percent

10 10

EBITDA
USD mn

1.2

Details of major capital equipment
proposed (first year)
Est.
capex
Qty USDmn

Equipment 1

5

~20

Equipment 2

5

~20

Equipment 3

5

~20

Equipment 4

5

~20

Equipment 5

5

~20

10

15

15

20

70

100

40.0

EBITDA margin
Percent

Levered NPV
USD mn

1.2

Equipment

Capex schedule
USD mn

10 10
10

Unlevered NPV
USD mn

GENERATION EXAMPLE
High range
Low range

Date
req’d

20

22

24

25

27

2011

12

13

14

15

Total

2011

20.0

12

13

10.0

0

14

15

Total

Risk and opportunity analysis & mitigation
NPV change (USD mn)1

Operational parameters
Net energy
output
GWh

4
Jan
2011

26

30.0

Technical
availability
Percent
90

Change in fuel
prices
Penalties
RM mil

Change in prices
of consumables
Net Energy Output

3.0

-1.0

-1.0

4.0

0

3.0

Risk mitigation

▪ XX
▪ XX

1 NPV change from base case given likely range of driving variables; 2 Working hours/mechanical available hours

SOURCE: Team analysis
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Example: Re-ranking potential capital investments
by incorporating risk as well as return
Technology

Expected NPV
Site € million
A

158

B

75

C

D
E

Old Prioritization
NPV/investment (%)

85

15

9

19

8

48

30

N

23

2

22

8

12

2

17

6

6

17

5

55

37

3

22

3

G

50

33

4

20

4

145

I

35

97

19

1

7

!

9

8

F

H

Ranking

New Prioritization
NPV/(Inv+Value at Risk) (%)

5

31

53

EPNG EXAMPLE

54

13

1

!



7

Highly relevant as number of investments approaches
capital headroom – what gives the best bang for the buck?
SOURCE: Disguised client example; McKinsey Risk Practice
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Develop the tools required to evaluate the risk for each project and
portfolio on an ongoing basis
Model to speed up development of project risk return
assessment

Risk modeling tools to identify high / low scenarios for
portfolio

Portfolio assessment tool

Excel based “Demo app” to explain approach and show
tradeoffs to senior management
Investment 1 and Investment 2 show the best risk-return profile
Risk adjusted
(IRR) from
simulation of
multiple
scenarios
under uncertainty (each
with a
probability)

Return attractiveness
IRR, Percent
13.5
13.0

Portfolio 2

12.5
12.0
11.5
11.0

Portfolio 1

10.5
10.0
9.5

Portfolio 3

9.0
8.5
8.0
2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

IRR@Risk 1
Percentage points of IRR that can be lost
with 5% probability. E.g. capex cost
overrun, commodity prices volatility,
change in regulatory scenario, etc.
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Four organizational models for enterprise risk management to balance
individual responsibility with mutual accountability
Managerial
independence

Aggregated
insight

Checks and balances

Active risk ownership

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

Line management
owns risks
No central risk
function
Risk optimization
ensured by a strong
business and risk
culture

▪

▪

Line management
owns risks
Small central risk
team aggregates risk
insight, inte-grates
across enterprise
Risk optimization
achieved by line with
support from central
risk team

▪

▪

Line management
owns risks
Central risk team led
by Chief Risk Officer
with a seat at the
table, acting as
counterweight for
important strategic
decisions
CRO acts as thought
partner to business
heads

▪

Risk function owns
and actively monitors
and manages certain
key risks centrally
(e.g., FX hedging,
trading/credit limits)
Business heads get
approval on other risk
strategies from CRO

Key drivers of choice: risk complexity and
confidence in existing risk processes and culture
SOURCE: McKinsey (based on public information)
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Regardless of model choice, line-of-defense governance
framework to ensure risks fully covered

SIMPLIFIED

Board oversight (including committees)

Third line
of defense

Internal audit / compliance function
▪ Verify compliance with policies
▪ Note and escalate exceptions

Second
line of
defense

Risk function(s)
▪ Set policies and standards
▪ Monitor and report
▪ Intervene and advise

First line
of defense

Frontline management
▪ Execute in accordance with policies
▪ Monitor and mitigate as part of performance management
▪ Identify and escalate risks as required
▪ Integrate in key business processes (e.g. FP&A, capex review,
strategic planning, M&A, contracting, etc)

!! !
SOURCE: McKinsey

Risks
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RISK AND COMPLIANCE CULTURE

McKinsey defines risk and compliance culture using 10 dimensions
Definition of risk culture:
The mindsets and behaviors of individuals and groups within an
organization that determine its collective ability to identify, understand,
discuss, and act on the organization's current and future risks

Challenge

No
challenging

Speed of
response
Fear of
bad news

Openness

Confidence

Acknowledgement

Level
of care

Responsiveness
Communication

Slow
response

Transparency
Respect
Cooperation

Overconfidence
Poor
communication

Indifference

Denial
Detachment
Ambiguity
Disregard

Gaming

Unclear
tolerance

Tolerance
Level of
insight

SOURCE: McKinsey Risk Practice

Adherence
to rules

Lack of
insight

Beat the
system
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Structured risk culture diagnostic to identify weak spots in
mindsets and behaviors
Primary areas of vulnerability

Secondary areas of vulnerability

GLOBAL BASIC
MATERIALS EXAMPLE
Areas of lesser concern

Potential risk culture trouble spots
Management survey and structured interviews with top executives

No
Challenge

Slow
Response

Fear of
bad news

Tendency to “shoot
the messenger”
(especially in BU X)

Denial
Overconfidence
Emerging and actual
risks not communicated
downwards

“Rapid response
to events is our
core strength”

Detachment

Poor
Communication
Ambiguity

Disregard

Indifference

Gaming

People work for
themselves first
and foremost.
Incentives value
short term risk
taking, not long
term health

Unclear
Tolerance
“We track data, but we do
not really talk about what it
means”

SOURCE: McKinsey Risk Culture diagnostic

Lack of
insight

Beat the
system
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RISK AND COMPLIANCE CULTURE

A risk culture diagnostic at a global oil and gas company revealed several
areas where risk management could be improved
Client situation

▪
▪
▪
▪

Core outcomes

Mid-sized oil and gas player with global operations and
plans to significantly grow its business within the next 3
years
To support the desired transformation into a larger,
multinational company, asked McKinsey to comprehensively
review its risk culture across all functions and geographies
Rolled out risk culture survey to entire organization,
complemented by a series of 15 senior executive interviews
to further validate emerging hypotheses
The results of this diagnostic were used to define a set of
targeted interventions to further enhance risk culture and
risk management in the organization and were discussed in
a Board meeting

2014

Key insights and interventions

▪

▪

Identified 5 areas of improvement:
– Communication, challenge, and cooperation
– Project risk management
– Level of insights (i.e., identifying/quantifying risk)
– Risk responsibilities and governance
– Training, development, and recruiting
Defined ~15 intervention measures to address these, incl.
– Communication campaign
– Setting up risk-based project evaluations
– Reviewing/installing a common risk taxonomy
– Upgrading existing risk tools (i.e., cash flow at risk)
– Operationalizing the Risk Committee
– Running targeted risk trainings for all skill levels

SOURCE: McKinsey Risk Practice

Population
surveyed

Entire organization

No. of responses

1,296
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Improving risk culture requires change management across the whole
organization
Target audience

Change Management Initiatives Description

▪

▪

▪

Selected Board
members
MDs

▪

DMDs

▪

▪

Visits to other organizations to understand their risk
management journey (leaders in similar industry sectors)
Meetings to include Board members, CEOs and Chief
Risk officers of targeted companies

Top 10

Top 100

Managers

Risk organization

▪

▪

Managers

▪

Risk
departments

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Risk training though workshops focused on data
interpretation
Seek out opportunities to generate tangible impact/"quick
wins" by supporting specific business decisions with risk
analysis
Regular check-ins and addressing any feedback
Familiarization workshops conducted by Risk organization
Establish risk certification program
Thorough training on tools and methodologies for
analytical group
Training on top management facilitation skills to embed
risk as part of management discussions
Train the trainer program (Risk masters) to ensure Risk
organization familiarizes all managers
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